
The Swim Kit is a waterproof solution for Neuro 2 sound processor allowing water immersion for 2 hours at depths  
up to 3 meters. This accessory keeps your processor dry during water activities, such as swimming, boating or kayaking.

Intended Use
The Swim Kit is an accessory that provides extended protection to the Neuro 2 sound processor when used  
in water or humid and dusty environments.

The Swim Sleeve is designed to be used for one year or 50 times depending on which one is reached first. Always carefully 
inspect the Swim Sleeve before and after use. If you observe any changes to the sleeve material or tightness, stop using the 
sleeve and order new ones (Swim Sleeves Kit).

The information in this Quick Reference Guide does not replace the Swim Kit Instructions for Use. Make sure to familiarise  
yourself with the Swim Kit by reading the Instructions for Use.
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	Open the lid of the Swim Sleeve.

	Inspect the Swim Sleeve to ensure it is free from any dirt, dust 
and hair fragments in the opening for the Swim Antenna con-
nector, and the opening and lid for the processor insertion.

	Insert the sound processor fully into the Swim Sleeve.  
During the insertion, bend the sleeve and carefully lead the 
sound processor hook to its place to avoid it is stocked to the 
sides.

How to Insert the sound processor into the Swim Sleeve

  Note: Always use rechargeable batteries to power the sound processor when using the Swim Kit. Zinc-Air batteries rely on 
fresh air supply to produce power and therefore cannot be used inside a Swim Sleeve.



 Ensure the sound processor is fully inserted so that its antenna 
connector is perfectly aligned with the opening in the Swim 
Sleeve.

 Hold the angled Swim Antenna plug with the cable perpendicu-
lar to the Swim Sleeve and insert the plug fully into the sound 
processor and sleeve. The red seal ring must touch the sleeve.

 Rotate the plug 90 degrees clockwise to lock it in place.  
The antenna cable should end up being parallel to the sleeve.

	Close the lid of the Swim Sleeve.

 Place the system on your ear.
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The statements of this Quick Reference Guide are believed to be true at the date of the publication. The pictures are not 
contractually binding. Availability of the products depends on the local registration.

Oticon Medical (  NEURELEC) reserves the right to make changes to the design, characteristics and models without prior 
notice. The only warranty Oticon Medical (  NEURELEC) makes, is the express written warranty extended on the sale or rental 
of its products.


